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Abstract

A review of the literature on the topic of lex roles,

and aggression in particular, with an emphasis on

possibility of biologieal origihs of behavior. Geared

to the level of,an inexperienced reader with little or

'no backgrounein the Zield.
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sex Roles

AGaRESSION

In the very youngest of ohildien, in the formative

years.of life, there is a very detectable, visible difference

between the "sweet" little girr an their "hellish" little

counterparts, the boys. .Whibe the miniature women play

.quietly with their dolls the boys are terrifying mothers

with their violent, often destructive play. Our question

is whether or not the basic postulate that boys are really

more aggressive than are girls is a statement of fact 'or

only a reflection of a socialized opinion.

We shall approach the answering of this question from

two angles. Firstly, we will establish whether or not there

is actually a'quantitative difference in aggression between

the sexes, that is, whether one sex is actually more or

less aggressive than the other. Later, we will investi-

gate the qualitative differences, and show that there is
*

.more than one way to react,to a situation, and that the sexes

simply choose differeht responses. 4

One of the first experinents that drew a fairly definite

conclusion on the issue of amount of comparative aggression

dealt with the sharing of balloons. Two women scientists

from Ohio State University drew thr; following conclusions

from their rdsearch:

'1
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"Cordpared with boys in the control condition,
boys in the three affect condiltions combined had
higher aggresbive scores.

"Girls, on the other hand, were less aggressive
in the affect conditions than in the control
condition, with none uf the individual groups dif-
fering significantly from the cpptrol

This means that when put to the test, or in the affect

conditions, the girls' reaction was'less than in the control

sit,uationewhereas the boys reacted aggressively to the

sharing situation in every case, and in all three different

situations. This is important in beginning to understand

that the male response to frustrati9n or threat, is more

aggressive, or selfish, than is the females.

To further this point we review evidence cqmpiled by

a Michigan State team. Two Acientists set out to measure

the effects of realistic ver-sus cartoon violence on children.

After viewing films they were observed playing, and the

effect of the films on the violence was measured.. Although ,

not directly a study on sex differences in aggression, the

outcome helps us understand bettershow the female's reaction

differe4 from the males'. Their findings are rather

illuminating:

"Figure 1 (pictured below) also reveals qaat
the boys were generally more aggressive than the
girls and that ,there is little difference in the
frequency of aggressive responding between the

1
Harris, Mar: B., and Claudia E. Siebel, (Ohio State

University), "Affect, Aggaession, and Altruism," Develop-
mental Plychology, Sept. 1975, vol. 11(5), pp. 623-627. .

14



aggressive cartoon and control conditions. There-
fore, it appears that disinhibition of aggression
occurred only Je boys..."2

Notice the reference to "disinhIbition" bf the aggressive

response in boys, seeming to imply that there is some sort

of inhibitory process in operation in the human mind% We

now reproduce graphic representation of their results:

Girls

rea e car oon
aggtession aggression control 3

The importance of the two different stimuli presented

te the children, the cartoon and the real-life aggrespion,

is that this tested the children's reaction to both an

imaginary as well as a realistic aggressive mode/). Note

that the type of aggression
f

he-children saw still produced

2
Hapkiewicz, Walter G., and Robert D. Stone, (Michigan

State University), "The Effect of Realistic versus Imaginary.
Aggressive models on Children's Interpersonal Play," Child
Study Journal, 1974,vol. 4(2), pp. 47-57.

Ibid. p. 54.
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the same basic trend i4 results, clearly showing-the

difference between the sexes' re4onsive nature.

Another team, thrae experts rom Rutgers, produced

comparable results by creating a situation involving the

eharing of toys, W4ith the kothers present. It Is important

to note that the children used were of the same economic

status, so it should be expected that their upbringings

would be quite similar. It ip also important to note that

even with the mothers present the boys ieemed to be less

inhibited to aggress than the girls. Their results:

"Boys displayed significantly more aggression
than did girls. The median score for Imys was
slightly lower than the highest score-obtained byany girl."4

What this means is that the highest score obtained by

any girl was only slightly higher than the average score

obtained by the boys. The table that accompanies the report

illustrates that the exact difference is almost 50% higher

for boys.

Results of i-test between Boys' and Girls'
Aggression in the Presence of Mother

Variable Boys Girls
INIMIRM.MMIZIONNOme,

Mean aggressive score

Standard deviation

Number

5.66
2.61

60

3.93

1.44

19

A
,

4'Guerney,. Bernard G., Margot Rau, and Lillian Stover,(Rutgers State University), "The Effe:..t of Realistic Versus
Imaginary aggressive Models on Children's Interpersonal Play,"
Child_Study Journal, 1974, Vol 4(2), pp. 47-57.

5
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Now,ithis sort of phenomeno , that of the boys being

s;) much more aggressive than their female counterparts8 is

not applicable only to -Children. /n an experiMent dealing

with adults as the major sUbjects the'results reflected

the same basic tendencies as did those dealing exclusively

with*children:
4

"Women constructed fewer aggressive sentences
than did ment...more highly feminine sex role
identifications constructed fewer aggressive
sentences than those with leSs feminine sex-role
identifications.

"The hypothesis that, following arousl, men
would show'more total and more direct aggrasion
was borne out."6

This experimenter designed het experiment to discover

whether sex-role identifications.had aay effect on aggressive

expressions, as well as whether or not the feminine or

masculine sexes differed at all from each other. As she

, herself put it, the hypothesis that/men really/were more

aggressive than were women held true, and even the femininity

of the female.subjects haq an effect, as the more feminine

were less aggressive.

So, now we understand that there really is a definite

difference between the human sexes in terms of aggressive

responses to rustration, sharing, and even -44ggressive stimuli.

We have learned that aggressively natured films, even though

6
Rappaport, Joan C., "Sex Differences in Aggression:

With Special Reference to Sex-role Identification and Mode
of Handling Aggression," Dissertation Abstracts International,
Sept. 1972, Vol. 33 (3-8), p. 1294.
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based on fantasy, disinhibit aggressive tendencies in: males,

and have the exact 'opposite effect on females. ,We have

also universalized these rtsults,'in terms of age, by

ptesenting evidence showing that even adults showed a dif-

fering reaction to aggressive cues according-to their sexes.

Now we wIll examine one last case study. In this

simulation the subjects were insulted by a confederate

tone wbo is part of Vhe experiMental crew), and laser were

asked to administer shodks to this same confederate under

the guise of a learning experience.

"The results seem to indicate that an inhibitory
process is present in. female subjects....Insulted
male subjects do not show a similar inhibition, but
rather they gave more shack..

"The results can be interpreted as indicating
that under a state of streng arousal female subjebts
inhibit aggressive responses in the presence of
aggressive cues ...."7

The graph of their results:

Mean Intensity of Shock Administered by Subjects

stment

Insult Violent Tape
Neutral T'ape

No-Insult Violent Tape
Neutral Tape

melmm.=gmarMamesmi 3111111.1.111

7

,1 Boys

7.02
4.07

4.40
6.01

Girls

1.87
4.30
3.96
1.32 .4

Schuck, Soloman Z., et al.,
Differences in Aggressive Behavior
to a Radio Broadcast of Violence,"
June, 1971, Vol. 28(3), pp. 931-93

Subsequent to Listening

6. a/1
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TV difference in the intensity of shodk given tinder

a violent, aggresaive cue is so massive in the insult situ-
,

ation that there ghould be no doUbt in any educated Ireader's

mind that this evidence conclusvely' proves that there is a

difference, clear and measurable Setweenrnén and women,

with respect to-aggression. Therefore, we haVe proven the

iirst point of this paper: There is a quantitative dif-

ference iiggrssion between'men and wmen.
Nte

we shall concentrate on the qualitative difference;

% that is, we 'shall try to show how the sexes differ, and how

'they show their 'Ingressive feelings.

Anne McIntyre, of Cornell University, constructed a

very sophisticated experiment to find out whidh types of

aggressive responsels were more often used by which seXes.

She chose five categorie6 of aggression: total aggression,

physical aggtestion, verbal aggression, direct aggrcssion,

and indirect aggression. Males, suprisingly enough, scored

higher in only two of the five categortes, bt.it these two are

Nby far the more vtsible types of aggressionr physical.and

direct:

"There was,a striking sex difference in the
,use of physical modality fot aggressive expression.
Girls used physical aggression so much less than c.

boysIthat the aggression of girls was predominantly
verbal."8

111111.10111=0,

8
McIntyre, Anne, (Cornell-universitD, "sex Differenpes

in Children's Aggression," ProceedinOs of the Annual Convention
LIE.g7g2LJIMILLariAllE121M12.74.1..A.U.2.21ALLO., 1972, Vol- 7(1),
PP.?

8:1

I
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Correlations of Social Activity and
Aggressive Raftes

/

Total Agg. Phi 'cal Verbal

11
Malesv

Females

All Sublects
I .32 .32

62

Direct .Agg.

./2 .73

.74 .6o .83

, .64

Note: All figures are accurate to 43.

r-N

."

0
,INIMMUNMINPIENSONN11111.

Now we have a new insight into the different ways'that

we can express our aggressive feelings. We also know that

these different ways are to a large (*tent determined by our

sex, 'Let us now loOk into this furtheer.

On page'7,.me cited.an article b.tWo Michigan State,

researchers. One\ should also recall tnat many of the

experiMents cited so fax have dc?alt with situations where

sharing, or not sharing,':was the basis of tha design for

meas4r.ing aggression. Now, we combine.these two thoughts,

and we present another finding from the Michigan State,

team ' s results .

These men found that4the aggressive responses of

the.boys did not mean that the girls were not responding

at all. It simply meant that they were responding dif-

ferently. Note the results as we.reproduce their graphed

results: (see following page)

11

to
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real-life cartoon
aggression aggression

Their explanation:

10

"While the boys were more asjressave than the
girls in every condition, the opposite pattern of
results occurred for sharithg behavior. Assliming
:that the'test situation was indeed frustrating, it
appears that, when thwarted, boys were more likely
to react aggressively thah girls who responded by
exhibiting more socially acceptable behaviors such
as sharing.

"Thus, ic appears that the dominant response
pattern of the girls was sharing,and that the aggressive
films served to intensify their performance of this
response,"11

So, whi).e the bQys were fighting about :hings, under

the same conditions the girls were trying to share. It is

very importart to note here that this cronot he interpretdq

10,11
Hapkiewicz, Walter 0.,

(Michiqin State univrrsity), "Te
Imagina-y i jve I n (7L

PLIY," 01141 ti ty .J(?r':. 1"4

and Ru:oert D, Stobe,
Effect of Realistic Verus

Tnterpc!rsonal
V.,:)1, 4(2), pp. 47-7,

91.
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to say that boys ere mean and that 94r1s are cheerfull

qood-natured. This means qulte a bilt more than that simple

a c,-*mm,:at could ever ImPly.

The findings seem to Indicate that, when faced with

In emergency or a frustration, or violer:e, and the like,

a male 1.s more likely to react with aggression, and a femal(

la more predictable In terms of verbal aggressic,n, \1t in-

cli;-ect aggressive displays. In fear induclng situations,

a mar would be violent, or aggressive, and a woman would bc

mor verbal, or more surrendering, as is indicated by the

shar ng behavior. We shall substalitiate this further.

To help furtrter support this we shall requote the

two-woman Ohio State team previously cited. If one will

make an effor to recall, their experiment ctalt with the

sharing of balloons a situatJon that would be most frustrat-

ing for the average child, as there were not enough for

each child to have his own. Recall that their results,

quoted on the second page of this chapter, showed that the

girls response did not show significant changes from

what it was in the control situation, whereas the boys "in

the three.)gfect cc,nd mbned had higher aggression

scores.°12

As a f7.2u:, a:.! t *
experlMen follw1:1 c;,r,(ilk.;s1J11 rirawn:

12Harrls, U.,
urc, versity) "At Av.:7 !,. , , Dt,s,v2.

1(4'r.
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"It appears that,Jor boys, thinking angry, sac,
or happy thoughts may increase overall level of
:Aggression, whereas for girls any of these thoughts
..ray serve to decrease aggression.

"...arousal lleads to increased anger and ag-
gressiveness in boys, but to increased anxietyl
guilt, and inhibition of aggression in girls."13

Before w7e proceud any furthei it is essential that we

stop and take notice of the repeated use of the word "in-

hibition". It has been used thus far to convey to the

/reader a sense of inevitableness, to an extent. That is to

ay that tht is obviously in ppressive nature to11

mang

that these scientists recognize and expect. When a person

does nbt react aggressively to a situation that would

normally demand an aggressive -eespon,pe' than it is said that

this perso.I's aggressive feelings have heen"inhibited". It

is very important that we realize that this continual
.

repeti'cion of these words shows us that science has accepted,

for now, that these are normal human behaviors, and the

lack thertof, or deviation from them, is due to some sort

of inhibition. Our ultimate goal in this paper Is to

learn whether ur r1:-.t this Inhibition, or the lack thereof,

is due to socialization, or to biOlo.iy.

We proceei 1177A.: search.

In a stud of the effects of frustration and attack nn

.he vascular F.ys aT1J t t eX ';;Ifferenee Ifl theSe effects,

13Harris, Mary B., and Claudia E. Siebe', (01)io State
University), "Affect, Al9ressIf.m. and Altruisr,", Deyelopmental
PsYcl.o12ai, 11(5) rp.
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a doctor at the Duke University Medical Center found'the

follaaing results: "Males evidenced a greater rise in sytolic

(blood) 'pressure than did females; whereasIno bex differences

were noted for diastolic (blood) pressure."14 The systolic

blood pressure refers to tbe pumping.action of the ventiicle

as it puts blood out of the hpart, and on its way to the

body. An increase in this pressure could be caused by a

number of ihings, including adrenaline, or constriction pf

blood to the "Tat" area. This is the' pressure thtt wouldA

be attributed for men reacting to emergencies in a "gut"

manner; quidt, aggressive responses.

So, now, we learn that there is even a physical dif-
.

forence, according to this doctor. But, by far and away,

his more important findings dealt with the mood'of the

subjects he workedvith. He devised a methdd of guantitatiiely

measuring the "felt depression" of a subject upder both

4

-frustrating and attaCk conditions. His resulto are reproduced

below:

"Females also reported more felt depression
after being frustrated or attaCked...., a pattern
of emotional response not shown by male subjects."15

46
Gentry, WilliaM D., (Duke University Medical Center),

"Sex Difference in the effects of Frustration and Attack on
Emotion and Vascular Processes," pachoksicalits
Oct. 1970, Vol. 27(2), 383-39u.
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Degree of Felt DepressAon Reportod by Subjects

Sex

Males

Females

Control Frustration Attack'

4.00B 3.60ab 3.50ab

2,80 4.20.
Note: Cells having common superscripts are not

.signifioantly different at the .05 level.
A high score is a high felt depression.

4.10B
.loms~Ine

One should Immediately note that the females' de.-

pression.level increased by almost150% in th>&o test

conditions, whereas the males decreased significantly.

Also, it is important to notice that the feMales' depressed

level in the test conditiots is equal to that of the

in the control, meaning that the male is more depress

when he is not aggressive, and that the female is more

depressed when she must react to an aggressive situation.

The male, once again, is by far more comfortable mnd adaptable

in aggressive conditions.

It is also important to look in retrospect at the re-

peated use offtemotions" in explaining the females' responses

eito aggressive sort of situations. Mary Hartlis's experimental

observatJems included such words as "angry, sad, Or happy

thoughts," and she also used "inhibition" as an ,bxplanatory

word, as did several others. It should be obvious to the

readet that the emotional difference betio6en the se>es also
,
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comes into play when we deal with violence, sharing; aggression

in general. But, for our purposes we will leave it at

that, and we will not deal in any dqtail with this topic of

emotionalism as a sex difference.

It is an important element, however, in our original

argument. The less emotional one would be, as far as

'socially acceptable emotions are concerned, the better

suited for battle he would be. One scientist even put an

interesting topic related to this "battle" idea to the test.

He produced conditions such that females had to react to

aggressive males, and visa-versa, as well--ts situations

where members of the same sex had to reatt to each other.

His results:

"....females perceive aggressive male opponents
very negatively, and males view counteraggression
from other males as not being particularly aggressive.
On the other hand...males seemed'to be much less,
wilting to tolerate an aggressive female oppone t
and they abandoned sex-role inhibitionS ag st

40'4
ressing aggression toward females...."L6

This means that the males felt nothing bad at express-

ing aggression toward either sex, but the gi4s were once

again inhibited from showing any active aggression. In a

war-like situation they would, therefore, be less adequate,

on the whole, than their male counterparts. This is not any

attempt at chauvinism, by any means, but simply the statement

16
Biller, Henry B., and James R. Shrotell, (Mid-Fairfield

Child Guidance Center, Norwalk, Connecticut), "Aggression in
Children as a Function of Sex of Subject and Sex of Opponent,"
pevelopmental_pgatalogy, 1970, Vol 3(1), pp. 143-144.
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of a cumfulative argument proving that males are more

suited for that specific unfortunate job.

We now have answered one qf our two initial questions.

Nati the inquiry into the possibility of a biological basis

for these symptoms is yet to come.



SOCIAL OR BIOLOGICAI$ ROOTS

1)erhaps the only way we could really determine whether

or not thepe s4x differences were due to learned, sociial

experiences, or due to some innate force within,(a force that
,

would go badk to same grass-roots origin, and would dominate

in emergency situations, unless socialized agains4 4ould

be to isolate a human being* totallylfrom any interaction

with a real mother, or a socialized individual of any type.

If we ,Could do qis and then obserte his behavioi4in re-

sponse to frustrationf, aggressieon,.and7Lsic problen* re- .

quiring some so- t -of unconditioned response, then we could %

say, wlth littl reservation, that these responses he had

employed wokild be, to a large extent, instinctive, or

innate, or at least unlearned and unsocializeci.

Obviously, this sort of laboratory is not only im-

practical, but inh4mane, and inconceivable. But,- what if

we could reach out to a close relative in the animal kingdom,

one that had proven in the past to beatcurate in duplicat-

ing human responses to other stimuli, one that even would

share various human characte4stics, both physically and

character-wise. If we could c7ate the aforemsntioned

situation of total desocializan with him, and many of

his peers, then we might be able to draw some good con-

clusions, comparatively speaking, as to how ma% would react.

1 .)
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Thanks to perhaps one of the greatest scientists in

his field, we can drat4 upon an enormous resource of experi-

ents of this essential nature., Dr. Harry F. Harlow, of

the University of Wisconsin is the man to whom we shall find

ourselves greatly indebted for the results of.this treatise.
4

0f course, it is first essential for us to establish

the credibility oftithis intexspecies comparison, for

obvioudlykthis isnot a subject :tobe tampered with at will..

Much research must go Ito the choice of a proper species

for use in such an endeavor, and even .then, the interspecies

comparison will only be valid fdr a couple of characteristics.

Recall the important nature of depression in the in-

vestigation of aggression: Several of the articles already

cited in this paper have dealt with this topic, especially

the quote and diagraM from Williaict D:.Gentry, of Duke

University Medical Center. Depression is an element of

superior importance in the evaluation of aggressive re-f

sponses to aggressive stimuli and cues.

In reference to this, Dr. Harlow wrote: "Beyond de-

pression, interspecies psychopathological generality is a

proposition7based more on faith than fact. 1117

Dr. Harlow chose careAully. He 'uses the Rhesus monkey

for hi,1 experimentation, a species of primate terribly

similar to man, especially in the emotional sense. In

1
Harlaw,.Harry F., (University of Wisconsin), "In-

duction and Alleviation of Depressive States in Monkeys," In
N.F. White (ed.), Etho1oqv and Psyciatrv, from the Clarence M.
Hinks Memorial Lecture, held at Mc&ster University, 1970.
Toronto, Canada: University of Toronto Press, 1974, xi.

20
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re-arence tO this cross comparipg, between our'species and

the one the doctor chose, he said the following:

"Some years ago we produced a syndrome of child-
hood depression in infant monkeys that is so much '

like child anaclitic depression that no thinking
man has, and no thinking man ever will, guestion.an .n
enormous, near total g9nerality from monkey to man,"4°

He stated inthe same article, in defense of his use of the

interspecies scientgiq studies:

"It (the test) merely demonstrated that a
greater degree of intellectual generalitqexisted

hkbetween man and moey than Goldstein cou d concede."19

It should be important to clarify, without referring

to some note or appendix, that Goldstein is the man,,or

one of the men, esponsible for deciding that "men alone

are capable of abstract thihking."

Another important item to bring to thi attention of

the reader is the use of the word "depression" 'in reference

to the results of experimentation. This same word, and its

implications in aggression, and in sex-differentiation, was

discussed in Acrare ,, when we-illustrated the chart by

Dr. Gentry, of Duke University Medical Center. SO, we have

an immediate point of reference in our understanding of the

similarities between man, and this Rhesus beast. We shall

capitaliie, as is possible, on this point of departure.

18
Harlaw, Harry F., (University of Wisconsin),

duction and Alleviation of Depressive Statets in Mbhkeys," In
N.F. White (ed), Ethal,mysilia2lattly,, from the Clarence M.
Hinks Memorial Lecture, held at McMaster University, 1970.
Toronto, ganada: University of Toronto Press, 1974, xi.

19 '

Ibid.
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.In an article entitled, "Lust, Latency and Love,"

Dr. Harlow obserlied, and graphed, some very specific, and

distinguishable characteristics of developmental perkonality

in hiS monkey sUbjects. ,These are his results, and_I con-

cur in their moaning.

400
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20

In reviewing these graphs meanings, it is very clear

that these unsocialized monkeys show behavior patterns con-
;

gruent with the behaviors expectd of a monkey raised under

normal conditions. The female developed a very deft:lite

"passive" response pattern, the male a distinctive "threat"

"Harlow, Harry F., (university of Wisconsin), "Lust,
Latency, aild Love; Simian Secrets of Successful Sex,"oex May 1975, Vol. 11(2), pp. 79-90.
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posture preoccupation, and the female finally perfected

herself in the art of grooming, a talent that the male

seemed uninterested in developing. And when their playing

patterns were compared tIlere was np parallel at all between

the aggressiveness 0 the little' male and his little- female
'

\counterpart.

Soa this Should stand to proVe that there is definitely,
6

undoubtedly, and substantiably a difference-between the sexes

in termis of aggreisivel tendeacies, even in these monkeys

tbat had nO model, or,mother, to imitate. There was no
6

possfhility.of socialization, except from other unsocialized

monkeys. There is nO ddlUb in the educated man's mind that

this difference is not a se)t-role, but rather, as we shall

soon learn, a "Sex-differentiating pattern of-behaVior.'"

Let us substaniate this further, and atsthe same ,

time amplify on the more important question of why these

differences exist: Nature never designs something

for no reason. She always has a purpose in her work-

ings, and it stands to reason that if a difference between

the sexes does exist, then there must be a purpose behind it.

First, notice that br. Harlow choie three very dis

tinguishable characteristics in mal behavior with whi h

to deal: Passivity, threat postures, and later to come

will be rigidity. Th se are all very sex oriented. However,

Dr. Harlow made this important statement:

0

"It should be noted that none of these patterns
is the exclusive prerogative of either sex. All

41.
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monkeys are probably thoroughly capable.of manifest-
ing all of. these patterns, but all thiee patterns
are sex-ditterentiating in terns of flAquency of*,
appearance and developmental tiands."44

This means that these responses, although universal.' ,

to both sexes in ability to be performedt are only carried

cut by one of the two sexes in significant aniounts.' Hence,

the title "sex-differentiating."

In another similar experiment,,Dr. Hartow produced

mire graPhs, and then volunteered an interpretation'of note:

Tht vpleine Pasive Respoptuq
3o

0

Girls

0

Bq78

4.1

ONIP.1

OMR

Mean chronological age

-,1111.MIIMINNEMINONIMMO

"Harlow, Harry F., and Leonard Rosenblum, (University
'of Wisconsin), "Maturational variables in Influencing Sexual
Postur.ing in Infant monkeys," Archives of Sexual Behavior,
1971, Vol. 1(2), pp; 175-180.
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"These three sex-differentiating patterns have
been Observed with little or no loss in infant monkeys
raised on inanimate surrogate mothers. Inanimate
surrogate mothers cannot train ,the.r infants in
predetermined sex-roleg or sex behaviors. We telieve
that there is an overwhelming budy of evidence to .

the effect that the patterns of threat, passivity,
and rigidity are plimarily native.4122

Note that final phrase, "primarily native." This is

Har/ow's way of saying 'inst4nctive", or of sayinfj that they

22
Ibid. p. 175-190

lp
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are not learned, conditioned responses that a mother, or

peers, bring out in the little ones. These are attitudes

and drives that are inborn, and are a part of the animal.

The implication is that these same drives, or analogous

ones, are functioning in man.

Now recail the quote from Joan Rappaport, when she

proved that the aggressive response in males was also an

adult phenomeaon.2 3 Now Harlow parallels this finding with

his own monkey evidence:

'These three patterns are clearly sex-differen-
tiating and become pwgressively more sex-differentiatiny
with increased age.ma".

This is illustrated by referring to the graphs on the

previous pages. This pattern continues until it reaches

its climax, its apex, with the advent of progeny.

Why is it that these patterns seem to 1,e so closely

connected with the coming of offspring? Could this imply

that perhaps part of their eason for being is related to

Athe rearing If the , and the survival of the family

unit?

This is the concluson that we have been working to-

wards for this Pntire paper: the proof that tnese sex-

2 31tappaport, Joan C., "Sex Differences in Aggression:
With Special Reference to Sex-role Idemtification and Mode
of Handling Ag3ressibn," Dissertation Abstracts International,
Sept. 1972, Vol. 33 (3-8), p. 1294.

2AlkarLow, Harr}, F., and Leonard Rosenblum, tULiversi4,y
of Wisconsin), "Maturational variables in Influencing Sexual
Posturing in Infant Monkeys," Archives of\Sexual Behavior,
1971, Vol. 1(2), pr. 175-180.

--
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differences are essential to the maximizing of the survival

possibilities of the individual, and ultimately, the family.

Because of this natural need for them they were ii,e
not taught.

Let's look into this further.

awe doL not believe that any of these three sex-
differentiating behevior patterns is a direct sexual
pattern, but we dc believe that they do predispose
infant monkeys to engage in activities which, mediated
and shaped Zy learning, lead to reproductive behavior."4.?

Without these drives the two sexes would be inadequate

in the art of "love making." They are essential, from an

early age, in the preparation for reproduction. How?

"The threat resPonse is an expression of
positive dominant behavior, and both fassivity and
rigidity are expressions of sdbmissive sexual
acceptance."20

What is initially interpreted as violent becomes an

irreplaceable part of the monkey's reproductive behaviora.

Now, let,us see what validity theyhold once the progeny has

arrived, and notice, with a flexible mind, the erploying of

these attitudes that these creature-3 had developed so young

in their liveg.

"We tested a group of rreadolescent female
monkeys and a group of preadolescent male monkeysat a developmental age prior to any consideration
of passion or progeny to see how they would responrl
to newborn, monkey infants. We discovered the
obvious - the only discovery that most people ever

2
5Harlow, Harry F., a

of Wiscc4sin), "Maturationa
Posturing in Infant Monken
1971 vol. 1(2) , pp. 175-18

26
Ibid.

nd Leonard Rosenblum, (University
1 variables in Influencing Sexual

Archives of Sexual Behavior,
0.
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make. The female's exhibited strong affectional
maternal responses to the neonates. The males
showed no affectional responses of any type what-
soever. the females had never seen any infants
previously. Thcrales never wanted to see any
infants again."

The male seems.to be interested in activities other

than cuddling, or "affection. His mind and matter are more

centered and4concentrated on defense, and on aggression,

while the mother is obviously nuturing the offspring. Even

these desocialized infant monNoys knew these Were their
1

duties, ane in order to switch roles they would have to be

taught, or socialized against them.

Another quote frOm Harlow:

"Even after the appearance of progeny it it
still easEq to tell the female from the male, since
the female is the animal that is cuddling and nursing
the infant. The male does not play these roles
because he ladks the female'd mammary magnificen446
nd he is more devoted to cannine capabilities." "

This is no.: to imply that the male is cruel or in-

sensitive. It 'simply means that his duty, in the effort

to insure the survival of the offspring, is to defend the

mother, as she is almost totally defenseless while she is

doing her duties. deoth thee mothers and the fathers have

thelr functions - succulence in the mother, and social

security in the father. "28
Each has his or her role in pro-

viding for :11(3 survival of the progeny, that massive in-

27 Aar1aw, Harry F., and Hele
of..Wiscobsin), "Sex Differences in
..t_csjoLeiw.caogy and Medicint4.
pp. 348-360.

28
Ibid.

n E. Lauersdor
Passion and P
Spring, 1974,

f, (University
lay," EIL7
Vol. 17(3)



vestment that will insure the survival of the genetic

code of each parent involved.

ing:
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In anothee,experiment, the doctor observed the follow-

"preadolescent females directed significantly
more positive social behavior and significintly leis
hostility toward the infant than did the malei.
These results are taken as evidence that hormOnal
changes at pUberty are not the only variables pro-
ducing sax differences in infant-directed behavior."'°7

Even before pdberty ever arrives, with its new mysteries,

and its stronger, more. direct drives for procreation, tere

is already a definite infant-directed response pattern in

the developing stages. These little monkeys don't appreciate

baby Monkeys because.they were taught to. Biology teaches

little girl monkeys to enjoy child care, and it teaches fhe

little boys to find other, more aggressive roles. This

is very congruent with what we observe in human children,

with the average little (jirl enjoying dolls, and the av a e

little bcy getting more out of a tustle.

*The primary contribution of the present study
was the identification of differential infant-directed
response patterns in sexually immature male and
female monkeys. The females typically exhibited
maternal-like affiliative patterns toward infants,
whereas the mk1,44s exhibited'patterns of iAifference
or hostility.

29
Ctamove, A., Harry F. Harlow, and G. Mitchell, (Uni-

versity of Wisconsin), "Sex Differences in Infant-directed
Behavior of Preadilescent Rhesus Monkeys," Child Development,
1967, Vol. 38(2), pp. 329-335.

30)
rbid., pp. 329-335.
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We are now to the point where, as thihking human

minds, we should be more than capable of fathoming the

indelible connection between these ssary sex re-
\

sponsibilities, and what we often riticize today as forced,

or socialized sex--..oles. These sex roles are only the

bare remnant of what were once Rudyard Kipling's gsnaleLlogisLa
"bare necessities° of life. Our distant relatives, those

primates of afore, developed these 'sex patterns in order

to survive, and those that did not possess these characteris-

tics were unfit, ant did not survive.

°Successful primate societies are Obviously
aided and abetted by meaningful divisions of labor
that are best achieved through biological fact
rather than'sociologioftl friction. Sex differences
in primates appear both in anatomical form and in
behavioral patterns, and thty appear early in life
and then differenttate further. The fact of sex
differences doss not discriminate between one sex
or the other. Actually, the complementary functions
of each ire enhanced. There is nothing demeaning
in being either female or male. Sex differences are
essential because of the complicated and complementary
functions required to meet the needs of all success-
ful higher-order social animalsparticularly the
primites."31

The sex differences are not society invented fantasies,

but deeply rooted biological necessities of the far off

past.* We were not always so self sufficient.

Of course, we

We are the ultimate

us--we'll tell you.

Tr

must view modernmaninanew iight altogether.

in biological progress; just ask one of

We, for some alien reason, totally

31 Harlow, Harry F., and HeIqn E. Laudersdorf, (University
of Wisconsin), "Sex Differerices in Passion and Play," Per-
spectives in Biologz Ind Medicine, Spring, 1974, Vol. 17(2),
pp. 348-360.
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denounce, or at best tolerate, any connection between our-,

selves and the animal-biological world which we live in,
/*

yet we are forever, and will forever In, a part of it.

"In humans, a biologically oriented attitude
toward sex differences is usually either ignored or
only briefly mentioned. /t is generally believed'
that sex differences are to a large extent culturally
determined by 'a.process called "sex-typing." The
data of the present experiMent presents unequivocal
evidence that biological variables in monkeys also
significantly influence adolescent, reiponses directed
toward infants, that is, maternal-type behaviors."32

32
Chamove, A., Harry F. Harlaw, and G. Mitchell,

(University of Wisconsin), "Sex Differences in Passion and
Play," Perspectives in Biology and Medicine, Spring, 1974,
Vol. 17(3), pp. 348-360.
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RELEVANCE AND,SUMMARY

' There should be no do0t in our minds that there is
40

a difference between boys and girls, andfashasbeen'emphaelzed

in this paper,,this difference extends, in a very real

manner', to the behavioral aspects of people, as well as

the physical. In our experiences with our peers, or more

importantly with those students we shall have an opportunity

of influencing, let us be certain that we accentuate that

difference, without doing so disproportionately, and bring

out the good in the two sexes, and not only reward the

passivity of the female because it is easier to control.

We must also be sure to mark well the words of Dr. Harlow:

"The fact of sex differendes does not discriminate between

one sex or the other. There is nothing demeaning in being

either male or female.'33Although boys should be. well be-

havd, they should be boys.

And, as for our original question, on the tetter

warrior material, I would suppose that I wa(opposed simply

because the women of the class "didn't want to take that

sitting down," so they expressed opinions that, I'm sure,

33Harlow, Harry F., and Helen E. Laudersdorf, (University
of Wisconsin), °Sex Differences in Passion and Play," Per-
jpectives ifn Biology anal, Medicine, Spring, 1974, Vol. 175),
pp. 348-360.

33
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they would neverhave expressed had f woman been the author

of my comment.

One final word from Dr. Harlow to sum up the entire

matter:

"Biologys-however, is always fio,t;---
and culture is always second."Xt

41110111700.101.111111

34Harlow, Harry F., (University uf Wisconsin), "Lust,
Latency, and LOVE,: Simian Secrets of Successful Sex,"
IcArnal of_ax_gesearch, May 1975, Vol. 11(2), pp. 79-90.
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